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1. Content Taxonomy Overview

The IAB Tech Lab Content Taxonomy 2.x provides a “common language” that all parties—publishers, Server-Side Providers (SSPs), Demand-Side Providers (DSPs), verification vendors, and advertisers—can use and understand when describing the content of a page, app, or other user environment. The content taxonomy is useful in two main use cases—contextual targeting and brand safety/suitability.

In addition to the Content Taxonomy, the Taxonomy Working Group has also defined an “Ad Product Taxonomy” and an “Audience Taxonomy” (to describe the product being advertised and an audience segment, respectively). The relevant taxonomies should be used based on the use case.

2. Using the Content Taxonomy

The 2.x content taxonomy includes two parts – a set of categories that describes the topic context or “aboutness”, and an additional set of orthogonal content attributes such as content language, format, language, source, media type, etc. These are all associated with IDs that are used when communicating information about a piece of content.

The IDs within the Taxonomy specs should be used when tagging content. The IDs are alphanumeric strings (though a large number are currently sequential numbers to maintain backwards compatibility) associated with each category or orthogonal attribute. The implementations involved may be different depending on the application—OpenRTB (real-time bidding) or digital video ad serving template (VAST) or proprietary application programming interfaces (APIs)—but the most common usage is to associate a piece of content with an array of IDs.

With OpenRTB / AdCOM (Advertising Common Object Model), the “cat” attribute should be used to transmit a list of categories associated with the content and the “cattax” attribute should be set to 2 (for Content Taxonomy version 2.x). These attributes are available on Ad, Site, App, Publisher, Producer, and Content objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>string array</td>
<td>Array of content categories describing the ad using IDs from the taxonomy indicated in cattax. Implementer should ensure compliance with regional legislation around data usage and sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cattax</td>
<td>integer; default 2</td>
<td>The taxonomy in use for the cat attribute. Refer to List: Category Taxonomies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, in the following hypothetical piece of content:

![Image of a Mini Cooper Convertible](image)

Conventional gearheads wisdom says to pig for the top slate most powerful engine. For time rear generations of Mini Convertible, this was a no-brainer. You bought the Cooper S Convertible. Editor Alex Kurpiel argued in our first drive of the Cooper Convertible: the less-powerful Cooper Convertible has an air of the是一些: a high-burining three-cylinder turbocharged engine. After some time behind the wheel, this two-time Mini Cooper (hardtop) reviews ready to say the Cooper Convertible is the option Mini you should buy for sure.

The Cooper's 1.6-liter turbocharged three-cylinder makes just 134 horsepower and 163 pounds-foot of torque. That's a 6.5-second run to 60 mph in perfectly acceptable, and the triple's power delivery is addictive.

If the content taxonomy matches are

- **Content Categories**: Automotive/Convertible (8), Auto Type/Performance Cars (16)
- **Content Channel**: Editorial/Professional (1001)
- **Content Type**: Review (1021)
- **Content Media Format**: Mixed (1026)
- **Content Language**: en (1068)
- **Content Source**: Professionally Produced (1215)

The OpenRTB/AdCOM snippet on the content object would be:

```json
"content": {
  "..."
  "cat": ["8", "16", "1001", "1021", "1026", "1068", "1215"],
  "cattax": "2",
  "..."
}
```
Similarly, in VAST, the “CONTENTCAT” macro can be used to pass the relevant set of categories as follows:

\[ \text{CONTENTCAT} = \text{“8”,”16”,”1001”,”1021”,”1026”,”1068”,”1215”} \]

Note 1: The above is just a sample set of categories that can be applied to this piece of content and intended solely as an example to explain the usage of the taxonomy.

Note 2: As in the example above, a piece of content can belong to multiple categories (Convertible, Performance Cars).

Note 3: The CONTENTCAT macro is currently being discussed in the Digital Video Technical Working Group, as a replacement for ADCATEGORIES (which was intended to request specific ads, but does not seem useful). We will update this document once the macro gets finalized, in case of changes.

3. Brand Safety – Floor & Suitability Support in 2.2

The Brand Safety Floor & Suitability concepts introduced in the 2.2 version of the Content Taxonomy are based on the Brand Safety & Suitability Framework released in September 2020 by the Global Alliance for Responsible Media (GARM) in collaboration with the American Association of Advertising Agencies’ (4As) Advertiser Protection Bureau (APB). For the purposes of the Content Taxonomy v2.2, the descriptions for each category at each risk level, including the Floor, are described in the framework.

The 11 Brand Safety categories identified in the framework are introduced in v2.2 of the Content Taxonomy as topic categories under the parent category “Sensitive Topics” (id “v9i3On” in the Content Taxonomy 2.2 spreadsheet). The 11 categories are:

1. Adult & Explicit Sexual Content
2. Arms & Ammunition
3. Crime & Harmful acts to individuals and Society and Human Right Violations
4. Death Injury, or Military Conflict
5. Online piracy
6. Hate speech & acts of aggression
7. Obscenity and Profanity
8. Illegal Drugs/Tobacco/eCigarettes/ Vaping/Alcohol
9. Spam or Harmful Content
10. Terrorism
11. Sensitive Social Issues
The risk levels in the Framework that identify the levels of suitability are treated as additional attributes of the content. They are encoded in an orthogonal vector accordingly, allowing “risk” to be associated with a “topic” dynamically. The levels are:

1. Floor
2. High Risk
3. Medium Risk
4. Low Risk

Note 1: at the time of release (October 2020), the only topics in the Content Taxonomy that are expected to carry risk associations are the 11 Brand Safety categories. The Tech Lab’s Taxonomy Working Group will work with our members as well as with GARM and IAB to determine whether the risk associations can be applied to other categories in the future.

Note 2: the orthogonal attributes supported by the taxonomy, like content type and source, could be used as additional signals since they have implications to suitability (for example news).

4. Content Taxonomy Usage Guidance for Buyers

**Brand safety:**
Buyers should familiarize themselves with the GARM/4A’s APB Brand Safety & Suitability Framework and the Tech Lab Content Taxonomy. They should also understand the risk/tolerance levels they are comfortable with by looking at examples of the various suitability examples. They should then work with their DSPs and ad verification vendors to ensure that their goals are met by specifying the risk tolerance goals using the Content Taxonomy.

**Targeting:**
With the increased awareness of user privacy concerns, contextual targeting is becoming more important. The Content Taxonomy enables buyers to use a consistent language across all publishers and platforms. Buyers should also map any specific areas of interest to the Content Taxonomy categories so that the most relevant content can be targeted for their campaigns.

5. Implementation Guidance for Ad Verification Vendors

Ad verification vendors are likely to be the main implementers of the brand safety floor and suitability. As such, the recommendations provided here would also apply to any other audience implementing brand safety checks.
Recommendations:
- Ad verification vendors should apply any relevant Content Taxonomy categories to a given piece of content, and/or any of the 11 brand safety categories.
- Ad Verification vendors should apply a risk level whenever any of the 11 core brand safety category labels are applied to a piece of content.
- It is possible to have multiple brand safety category labels (and appropriate risk levels with each brand safety category label) associated with a given piece of content.
- As of v2.2, ad verification vendors are not required to apply risk levels to topic categories other than the 11 core Brand Safety categories in the Content Taxonomy.
- As indicated above, the descriptions for the categories at various risk levels are from the GARM/4As APB Framework.
- In addition to brand safety, ad verification vendors might also provide more information about the topic context using the other categories on the content taxonomy.

Since the integration between DSPs and verification vendors is done via proprietary APIs, OpenRTB or other standards are not relevant here, and the guidance provided below should be considered pseudo-code rather than actual samples.

The proprietary API would at a minimum have the following:
1. **Request:** pass in the URL to the content being analyzed.
2. **Response:** return an array of objects, each of which represent a category & suitability for that category. When suitability info is not available, such as when topic categories other than the 11 core brand safety categories are applied, the suitability field would be null.

For example, to describe a piece of content that belongs to 3 content categories (“Arms & Ammunition”, “Hate speech & acts of aggression”, and “Casual games”). Of these, the vendor has determined that the content is at “high risk” for “Arms & Ammunition” and “low risk” for “Hate speech & acts of aggression”, the response could look like the following:

```json
{
...  
  "catswithsuitability": [
    {
      "category": "avbNf2",
      "suitability": "bsr002"
    },
    {
      "category": "HxqYV1",
      "suitability": "bsr004"
    }
  ]
}
```
6. Implementation Guidance for DSPs

**Brand safety:**
DSPs would likely need to implement the following set of capabilities to support brand safety checks for buyers.

1. A user interface to allow buyers to define their acceptable “risk tolerance” levels (high/med/low) for the 11 core brand safety categories as they set up their campaigns.
2. A workflow where they accept the content URL from the publisher/SSP and pass it along to an ad verification vendor.
3. Use the response from the ad verification vendor (as described above) to decide which pieces of content match the buyer’s brand safety risk tolerance for that brand.

**Targeting:**
In order to allow buyers to target campaigns based on interest, DSPs should make the categories from the Content Taxonomy available in their campaign creation workflows. DSPs might also have integrations with ad verification vendors to check the content and verify the categories for the content.

7. Implementation Guidance for Publishers & SSPs

**Brand safety:**
To support brand safety and suitability, there are two key areas publishers and server-side providers (SSPs) should be aware of and implement support for:

1. Floor content:
The key guidance to publishers and SSPs is that they should strongly consider preventing the presence of content that would receive a “Floor” risk level in association with any of the 11 Brand Safety categories. Barring that, at a minimum they should consider not monetizing or allowing advertising on any such content.
2. Providing context
When making ad requests, publishers and SSPs should tag each piece of content with the relevant content categories from the Content Taxonomy and provide those in the OpenRTB or VAST bid request (as described in section 2). It is very likely that the buy side platforms will want to perform their own analysis using ad verification vendors of the content categories, as well as the floor & suitability checks. So, Publishers/SSPs should also provide the URL of the content, so that the ad verification vendors can perform their checks.

At this time OpenRTB does not support the ability to pass suitability information per category (a general suitability level can be passed now). We are working on an OpenRTB extensions to support that capability. The extension would allow an array of objects with brand safety category and associated risk tolerance levels - similar to the sample in the Section 5.

*Note: We would like to solicit feedback during public comment on whether publishers/SSPs plan to send suitability information in ad requests, and also whether DSPs/buyers would use that signal if it comes from publishers/SSPs. At a minimum this information could be a starting point that can be verified by the buy side.*

**Targeting:**
Publishers and SSPs should populate ad requests in OpenRTB or VAST (or other integrations) with relevant Content Taxonomy categories for each piece of content, so that buyers can execute contextual targeting on the requests. In addition, the pageurl should be sent along so that ad verification vendors and DSPs can confirm the categorization themselves.